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Summary and Conclusions

The basis of voice production continues to be an important topic of
investigation. During phonation pressure differences are generated by
vibrating vocal folds, and this process is influenced by many physiological and
anatomical variables. However, details of voice production are yet to be
disclosed: normative data regarding voice production are scarce, which
impedes qualification of vocal characteristics. Also, limited information is
available about the relation between aspects of voice production, such as voice
physiology and perception of voice. Theoretical approaches of voice
production with analytical models are hampered by lacking information on
both average voice characteristics in a population, as well as on the constraints
of certain characteristics. This study was carried out to produce normative data
on voice production, as well as to qualify vocal characteristics regarding
gender and status of vocal training.

Chapter 2

The larynx with vibrating vocal folds as the generator of vocal sound can be
closely observed with videolaryngostroboscopy. Aspects of laryngeal
appearance (larynx/pharynx ratio; epiglottal shape; asymmetry of the arytenoid
region; compensatory adjustments with increasing intensity; thickness, width,
length and elasticity of vocal folds) and glottal functioning (amplitudes of
vocal fold excursion; duration, percentage and type of vocal fold closure;
phase differences; location of glottal chink) of 214 subjects were evaluated by
three judges using a standardized scaling instrument. Regarding laryngeal
appearance, men were rated having a significantly higher larynx/pharynx ratio
and showing more compensatory adjustments while changing sound intensity
level, as compared to women. A more deviant-shaped epiglottis was observed
in men, while the presence of an omega- shaped epiglottis was an exclusive
finding in the male group. Compared to those of females, male vocal folds were
rated thicker in the vertical dimension, smaller in the lateral dimension, longer
and more tense, with smaller amplitudes of excursion during vibration. Glottal
closure in male subjects was rated more complete, but briefer in duration.
Subjects having received vocal training showed more often a complete glottal
closure compared to untrained subjects, and were rated as having more
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frequently lateral phase differences of vocal fold excursion. Important
influences of the variables pitch, sound intensity and age of the subject on
vocal fold appearance and glottal functioning were ascertained. The results
demonstrate that in clinical practice during videolaryngostroboscopical
evaluation the investigator should be aware of the observed effects of
presented variables on laryngeal characteristics for a proper qualification of
the images.

Chapter 3

Incomplete glottal closure during phonation is associated with perceived
breathiness. Breathy voices are restricted regarding voice capacities and are
less resistant to voice demanding tasks. Therefore robustness of the voice
source is related with glottal closure. To quantify glottal closure a frame of
reference was created by investigating 47 healthy men and 92 healthy women
without vocal complaints using videolaryngostroboscopy. Observing recorded
images the degree of glottal closure was rated with a percentage. Results
indicate that men have better glottal closure than women. An increase in vocal
intensity is related to improved glottal closure, and in women a negative
relationship was established between pitch and glottal closure. Normal glottal
closure in men is a complete closure, whereas in women a closure of at least
90% should be attained. If these percentages cannot be established during loud
phonation, it suggests the presence of a less robust larynx. To evaluate and
quantify the function of the voice source, in clinical practice the larynx should
not be observed at only one intensity level, but at a variety of intensity and
frequency levels.

Chapter 4

During phonation vibrating vocal folds cause variations in the expiratory
airflow. These variations can be measured as glottal volume velocity
waveforms and they are the basis of the audible signal on which speech
depends. Glottal volume velocity waveform characteristics of 224 subjects,
categorized in four groups according to gender and vocal training, were
determined, and their relations to sound intensity, fundamental frequency, intra
oral pressure and age were analyzed. Waveforms were characterized with flow-
based and time-based parameters, as well as with derived parameters. Few
statistically significant differences in parameters were found between trained
and untrained subjects: maximum flow declination rate is higher and the time
period in which vocal folds close within a glottal cycle is shorter in trained
women, compared to the untrained ones, while the waveform shows a more
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asymmetrical shape in trained men. Several significant differences were found
between men and women. Higher flow-based parameter values were established
in men. The time period in which maximum flow reduces to minimum flow in
each glottal cycle was measured to be shorter in men, while the time period that
vocal folds are assumed to be closed was longer, as compared to parameter
values of women. These differences reflect the anatomical differences between
male and female larynges. Variables such as sound intensity, intra oral
pressure, pitch and age showed to have important influences on glottal
waveform characteristics. Chapter 4 gives a detailed description of these
influences. This description indicates that variation of each of these variables is
closely related to significant changes in voice physiology, and stresses the
dynamic events taking place at the glottal level during speech.

Chapter 5

Closure of the vocal folds causes abrupt cessation of the glottal flow and
results in audible pressure changes. The sound intensity level is related to the
abruptness of closure. This abruptness can be measured as the maximum flow
declination rate of the glottal volume velocity waveform. However, the
abruptness of closure is also associated with vocal fold damage. In this chapter
the specific relation between sound intensity and maximum flow declination
rate is mathematically described in particular groups with differing resistance
to vocal fatigue. In the groups with vocal problems the abruptness of closure
was higher compared to groups without problems. The given mathematical
description might be used to predict susceptibility to vocal problems.

Chapter 6

Pressure changes generated in the larynx are modified in the vocal tract. The
vocal tract contains the space between the glottis and the lips, and functions as
a frequency selective amplifier and attenuator. By articulatory movements a
meaningful dynamic modification of the voice source signal is produced and
the result is speech. Speech characteristics of 224 subjects were perceptually
evaluated with a bipolar semantic scaling instrument to study differences
between men and women, as well as between subjects with and without vocal
training. Compared to male speech, speech of women was rated more
expressive and melodious, higher and clearer on the one hand, and more
unpleasant, softer, shriller and weaker on the other. The ratings reflect the
higher appreciation of the intonation pattern of female speech, that was further
perceived as less dynamic and of a lower quality. Speech of trained subjects
was more highly appreciated regarding articulation in comparison with
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untrained subjects, and it was also perceived as more clear. Trained subjects are
therefore assumed to exploit more fully their control over the voice source and
articulatory organs during speech.

Chapter 7

Phonetograms offer a clear representation of the individual voice capacities in
the frequency and sound intensity range. Because of its two-dimensional
character, difficulties arise when making comparisons between phonetograms.
Former solutions of this problem were based on standardizing phonetograms
for frequency range, thereby distorting the unique shape of each individual
phonetogram. A new method to analyze phonetograms is introduced in this
chapter. The structured analysis is based on quantitatively determining the
features: shape, area and "speaking range" dynamics, without distorting the
shape of phonetograms. The parameter sets describing these features are
calculated independently of fundamental frequency. Apart from making it
possible to compare phonetograms, this method also provides a tool for
establishing normative data for specified groups.

Chapter 8

Voice capacities of groups, created according to gender and status of vocal
training, are compared, using two different methods. One is based on the
rescaling of phonetograms, while the other derives analytic variables from the
features shape, area and dynamic range. Regarding gender, analysis showed
that male subjects were able to produce softer phonations, whereas female
subjects produced louder phonations at specific parts of their comparable
frequency ranges. Trained subjects had a larger enclosed area of the
phonetogram, which was primarily based on extended soft voice capabilities in
both genders, and the significantly larger frequency range in trained female
subjects. The shape analysis, performed with Fourier Descriptors, revealed
differences for the factors gender and training.

Chapter 9

In former chapters comparisons were made between groups with and without
vocal training. In this chapter the results of a prospective study, analyzing the
effect of two and a half years of voice training on both phonetograms and
maximum phonation times have been presented. Phonetogram analysis showed
a significant improvement in both loud and soft intensity range, whereas no
change in frequency range was observed. As an indicator of laryngeal
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functioning, the s/z ratio, which is determined by taking the ratio of the
phonation times of the voiceless consonant /s/ and the voiced consonant /z/,
increased significantly after vocal training, presumably reflecting a reduced
laryngeal resistance and an improved expiratory control.

With information on the variation of voice quality features in a large
population, data bases are constructed, which can be used as reference material
in clinical practice, as well as for both models and future studies.
Large differences in laryngeal characteristics were found between men and
women, reflecting the gender specific anatomy of the larynx and the associated
physiology of phonation. This implies that a separate evaluation of female and
male voices should be performed, and that female laryngeal and glottal
characteristics are not simply comparable to male characteristics transposed by
one octave.
Minor differences in laryngeal and glottal characteristics were established
between untrained and trained groups. The most important difference was the
more complete glottal closure in trained subjects. The minor differences imply
that the vocal apparatus basically does not differ between the two groups,
which might be explained by the relatively low level of training in the "trained"
group. However, large differences were found between the untrained and
trained groups regarding phonetogram features and perceptive ratings of
speech. These differences demonstrate the better control over the voice source
and articulatory organs in trained subjects. Trained subjects are, therefore,
expected to exploit more fully their phonatory capacities compared to
untrained subjects.


